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Introduction:  Alluvial fans are depositional land-
forms, semi-conical in shape, that commonly develop 
where river channels exit a confined valley or canyon 
onto low-sloping plains (Fig.1), and spread out laterally 
through avulsions and channel branching [e.g., 1]. Be-
cause alluvial fans require liquid water to form, their 
widespread occurrence on the martian surface  suggests 
that Mars was once a much wetter place, possibly into 
the Amazonian [e.g., 2], which is typically characterized 
by sub-optimal atmospheric conditions for sustained 
liquid surface water [e.g., 3]. In a few cases, detailed 
geomorphic studies of martian alluvial fans have led to 
estimates of past local hydrologic conditions [e.g, 4-7], 
such as runoff rates, water sources, and minimum esti-
mates of runoff duration, making these features im-
portant for constraining past climatic and hydrologic 
conditions on Mars. However, almost all of the paleo-
hydrologic estimates from martian fans are based on 
conceptual models and theory developed from terres-
trial fan systems in hot and arid climates, with occa-
sional intense precipitation events occurring over the 
entire fan (e.g., Death Valley, USA or the Atacama De-
sert, Chile). This differs from the current leading hy-
pothesis that most martian fans sourced liquid water 
only from their upslope catchments, likely from snow-
melt, and under cold and icy climates [2, 4-8].  

Here we conduct a preliminary geomorphic analysis 
of periglacial alluvial fans in the Aklavik Range, North-
west Territories (NWT) to explore whether they have 
similar geomorphic characteristics to martian fans. 
These terrestrial fans may serve as a good analog for 
martian fans that formed in a cold an icy Mars scenario 
as they are primarily sourced by snowmelt, and are in a 
region with continuous permafrost. 

Background:  The alluvial fans selected for this 
study (Fig. 1) are located in the Aklavik Range, NWT, 
Canada, which are adjacent to the Mackenzie Delta, and 
~17 km west from the town of Aklavik. On the eastern 
front of the Aklavik range the fans coalesce producing 
a series of bajadas. This region is exposed to continuous 
permafrost, which extends to depths of several hundred 
feet in places [9]. The main liquid water sources to the 
fans are snowmelt and rainfall, although heavy rainfall 
events are rare. The catchment areas for these fans are 
snow repositories, and as such are heavily modified by 
snow [10]. From a previous study of one of the fans, 
gelifluction and snowmelt-induced debris flows played 
a major role in fan development, with fluvial processes 
playing a minor role [10]. This fan had average slopes 
of ~3° and concave long-profiles [10].  

   
Figure 1. Landsat image (taken August 5, 2004) of alluvial 
fans emanating from the Aklavik Range (acquired from 
Google Earth). Outlined is an example of one of the fans of 
interest and its upslope catchment area. The catchments 
marked with the letter D, have dendritic morphologies, 
whereas those with the letter A, have alcove morphologies.  
 

Based on the two fans previously studied in this re-
gion, the source material for the fans predominantly 
consists of Cretaceous shales, siltstones, and sandstones 
[9, 10]. The fans themselves are dominated by silt with 
shale clasts, scattered coarse sand grains and sandstone 
pebbles, and organic matter [9, 10]. Borehole cores of 
the fans (>12 m in depth) are dominated by silt [9, 10] 

Methods: Preliminary geomorphic analyses were 
done using QGIS for the seven largest fans in the Akla-
vik Range. Landsat images (mosaiced by Google Earth 
and accessed in QGIS) were used to identify and calcu-
late the surface areas of the fans and their catchment ar-
eas. Fan slope maps were  derived from an ArcticDEM 
digital elevation model acquired from the Polar Geospa-
tial Center [2 m/pixel resolution; 11].  

Preliminary Results:  The seven largest Aklavik 
fans vary in size with surface areas ranging from 3.2 to 
18 km2 (Fig. 2a), and these have surface gradients rang-
ing from 2.2° to 4.2° with a mean of 3.2° (Fig. 2b).  The 
catchments of the fans are smaller than their corre-
sponding fans, with surface areas ranging from 1.3 to 6 
km2 (Fig. 2a). In general, the larger the fan, the larger 
the corresponding catchment. The morphology of the 
catchments vary, and are classified as dendritic (2 catch-
ments) or alcove shaped (1 catchment), with four of the 
catchments having intermediate morphologies (Fig. 1).   

Interpretations and Discussion: Preliminary re-
sults suggest that the Aklavik fans are relatively large in 
area, compared to their catchments, similar to martian 
fans [12]. For martian fans, this scaling relationship is 
attributed to: 1) erosional limitations imposed by the 
crater rim, 2) restriction of runoff production due to lo-
cal microclimate (i.e., steep basins sheltered from sun-
light allowing alcoves to cold-trap snow and restrict ero-
sion), or 3) the lack of tectonic deformation [e.g., 12]. 
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Some of the catchments for the Aklvik fans are alcove 
in shape (Fig. 1) and from previous studies the catch-
ments are suggested to be nivation hollows that trap 
snow [9].  

The surface gradients of the Aklavik fans are shal-
lower than most other terrestrial fans, and are similar in 
magnitude to those of martian fans. In a survey of 31 
representative martian fans, Moore and Howard (2005) 

[12] found that most fans had a slope of ~2°. Based on 
comparisons to terrestrial fans, previous studies have 
suggested that the shallow fan gradients are due to a 
dominance of fluvial transport on the fans. However, the 
Aklavik fans are likely not fluvially controlled, but ra-
ther dominated by snowmelt-derived debris flows and 
gelifluction processes [10]. Fans from Svalbard also ap-
pear to be distinct from the Aklavik fans as they are de-
bris flow dominated and have high gradients (8-19°) and 
straight to slightly concave long profiles [13]. Field data 
will confirm which processes control Aklavik fan mor-
phology, though it is possible that slope alone cannot be 
used to determine transport processes. 

Conclusions: The Aklavik fans are an ideal analog 
for martian fans in a cold and icy climate scenario for 
several reasons. They have similar average gradients to 
many martian fans (i.e., ~2-3°) [5, 12] but previous 
work on these fans suggests they are not fluvially con-
trolled, contrary to their low gradients. These fans also 
have similar scaling to martian fans (Fig. 2), which sug-
gests that erosional processes occurring in the catch-
ment may be similar to those that occurred on martian 
crater rims. Perhaps most importantly, they are active 
snowmelt-fed fans, with minimal input from rainfall 
[10]- this affects how much liquid water is available for 
sediment transport on the fan, the channel network ge-
ometry, and the extent and location of melting. 

Current work is focused on expanding our analyses 
to other fans in the Aklavik range and the Canadian Arc-
tic. In addition, we are evaluating whether periglacial 
fans have characteristics that are distinct from non-per-
iglacial fans besides slope (e.g., topographic rough-
ness), at resolutions similar to remotely sensed datasets 
acquired on Mars (1-6 m/pxl resolutions). 
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Figure 2. Martian alluvial fan data [12, 5] superimposed 
on data for seven Aklavik fans and other terrestrial allu-
vial fan data collected by the authors in a survey of 392 
alluvial fan systems. (a) For a given catchment area, the 
martian fans are generally larger than terrestrial fans, (b) 
For a given catchment area, the martian and Aklavik 
fans generally have lower slopes than terrestrial fans.  
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